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Abstract. As a result of its physical  and’its cultural and religious role in the Muslim society, the
mosque has long attracted the attention of  scholars. The mosque cemented be-liefs by providing e physical
and psychological focus for the Muslim community. This work  the traditional mosques of the
community of  Southwestern Saudi Arabia  historical development and achievement of these
cultural and religious buildings have notable significance to the architecture and planning of Al-Alkhalaf
context. The work describes the relationship of basic Islamic principles to the site. selection, design, construction
and use of the mosques. It then documents the design elements of the two remaining traditional structures in the
community. It assesses the impact of the early mosque of Prophet Mohammed on the development of

 mosque architecture and also notes the influence of the spatial arrangements and pattern of the
 on the mosque allocation. The study demonstrates that the simplicity of the indigenous design should

not necessarily be abandoned in the rush to erect modem “exotic” architecture. Rather today’s architect and
planner must take  tradition that which contributed to mosques which perfectly  community
requirements both functionally and spiritually.

Introduction

Few studies on mosque architecture in Saudi Arabia were reported. For example,
Al-Shuaish  studied and documented some of distinguished old mosques in central Najd.

Geoffery King contributed to the study of the architectural history of traditional
mosques in Saudi Arabia by documenting numerous photographs and providing valuable
descriptions of traditional mosques throughout the country  His accomplishment
stimulated the interest of researchers on the significance of  theme in the different
Muslim communities, though it lacked the graphical information utilized by architects
such as floor plans, sections, elevations and other details.
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